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Minor has a new television home, and the hype behind his debut

episode of “Channel Zero” was perhaps a little overblown.
“Channel Zero,” which aired its pilot on Thursday on the FX

channel, takes place in a postapocalyptic world dominated by a
disembodied voice called The White Rose, a century after a

nuclear holocaust. The story is told by a young woman named
Georgia who, in her mid-20s, finds that she is part of a growing

cadre of “Channel Zero” viewers who can be transported into and
out of the world of the show by means of a TV called the CHANNEL

ZERO. I won’t lie: Like many of you, I’m hoping “Channel Zero”
turns out to be a great show. That said, the actual pilot episode

was a bit of a mess, and was only saved by the arrival of a brilliant
performance by Anthony Edwards. The show is based on an old
short story by the Canadian writer Scott Derrickson, who won an
Oscar for “The Exorcist.” It’s been adapted for TV by Derrickson

and Ed Wax, and it involves an exploration of the thought process
of people who have actually watched somebody else watching
“Channel Zero.” The pilot opens with Georgia in bed, hearing a

voice on the television. Georgia starts to believe that her
boyfriend Jim (played by Noah Bean) is possessed by the spirit of

a Japanese man named Mr. Noybaryo (Riki Lindhome). When
Georgia’s divorced mother (Joy Bryant) enters the room, Georgia
explains that she saw Noybaryo in her home, and that someone

“told me I should talk to my mother.” Mother and daughter begin
to watch “Channel Zero,” and the storyline proceeds along with

the audience’s surprise as the show quickly reveals that it really is
happening. But just as the teenaged Georgia begins to understand

that her mother could be reading her diary, she herself is
apparently transported into the show, which becomes even more

apparent when Jim, who enters the room. This should sound
strange. The point of “Channel Zero” is that someone can enter a
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